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 I. Passwords 
______________ 

If you own the European version of Disney's Treasure Planet, you'll quickly 
find out that the passwords from the US version won't work if you play the 
game in any language other than English.  With the help of some cheati... err, 
hard work, I have here the passwords for all of the languages. 

Remember, the English passwords will work on the US version. 

Stage Name      |English  |Italiano |Deutsch  |Français |Nederlands |Español 
----------------+---------+---------+---------+---------+-----------+-------- 
Police Station  |mushroom |Barile   |spacekid |butin    |Piraten    |Ancla 
Mines           |trumpet  |Pianeta  |pelsinor |cachette |Kapitein   |Babor 
Iron Works      |cloudy   |Tesoro   |hawkins  |caisse   |Stuurman   |Bote 
Old Forest      |rabbit   |Portale  |morph    |canon    |Herberg    |Catalejo 
 (Solar Surfing 1)        |         |         |         |           | 
Smugglers Caves |sunshine |Nave     |scroop   |tonneau  |Buit       |Crucero 
Cave Exit       |spider   |Spazio   |zandaria |carte    |Schat      |Estrella 
Crescentia      |apron    |Universo |localex  |chambre  |Procyon    |Estribor 
 Spaceport (Movie 1)      |         |         |         |           | 
Tavern          |rainbow  |Stella   |robot    |coffre   |Kristal    |Flotar 
Docks           |goose    |(See     |jimbo    |coque    |Solar      |Fondear 
 (Solar Surfing 2)        |  Note 1)|         |         |           | 
Warehouse       |england  |Miniera  |amelia   |cristal  |Ruimte     |Galaxia  
Sewers          |mountain |Giungla  |pantheon |espace   |Zon        |Galerna  
Legacy          |captain  |Taverna  |surf     |rocher   |Avontuur   |Grumete 
 (Movie 2)      |         |         |         |         |           | 
Cargo Hold      |snowman  |Ladro    |solar    |galion   |Aarde      |Meteoro  
Crew Quarters   |witches  |Capitano |legacy   |gemme    |Melkweg    |Navegar  
Asteroid        |monkey   |Pirata   |ben      |grenade  |Dubloen    |Rumbo 
 (Solar Surfing 3)        |         |         |         |           | 
Engine Room     |princess |Caverna  |sarah    |huile    |Schip      |Oleaje 
Treasure Planet |window   |Energia  |pigors   |jeton    |Heelal     |Periplo 



 (Movie 3)      |         |         |         |         |           | 
Pirate Camp     |coconut  |Surf     |oxy      |mines    |Legacy     |Pirata 
BEN's House     |football |Robot    |portal   |moteur   |Sterren    |Planeta  
Jungle          |concrete |Sole     |plasma   |pique    |Robot      |Popa     
Cave            |elephant |Vela     |cyborg   |piste    |Vriend     |Proa     
Flint's Trove   |phantom  |Laser    |procyon  |planche  |Sleutel    |Quilla   
Escape          |dragon   |Moneta   |yellato  |police   |Gevaar     |Remos 
 (Solar Surfing 4)        |         |         |         |           | 

Note 1: Due to an apparent lack of testing, the Italian password given for the 
Docks stage is the same password given for the Mines stage.  Using the 
password will take you to the Mines stage, so the only way to play the Docks 
stage is to enter the password for the Tavern, and then beat the Tavern. 
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 II. Cheat Codes 
_________________ 

Some quick cheat codes to help you through the game.  These WILL NOT work 
on Interact's GBA Gameshark.  If you don't know how to use these, don't bother 
e-mailing me, because these are provided as is. 

Inf. Coins    0300021063 
Inf. Hearts   0300021305 
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 III. Version History/Copyright Info 
_____________________________________ 

V 1.0 - December 11, 2002 - Everything's pretty much finished, unless someone 
        can figure out the Italian password for the Docks. 

V 1.1 - December 15, 2002 - Corrected the quote. 

This FAQ is Copyright © 2002 to ShdwRlm3.  This file is for non-profit 
personal use only.  Do not use information from this guide without permission. 
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"I've got a theory!  It could be bunnies."
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